
No strings attached.
RMS Mobile is exclusively designed for the retail industry, who 
wishes to use the power and flexibility of a portable tool to 
manage its inventory. RMS Mobile is a portable inventory control 
system, where you can wirelessly access the information for all 
your items. It was developed to complement the Microsoft Retail 
Management System 2.0 making it one reliable and secure tool 
because of its 100% compatibility with our system.

ITEM LOOK UP CODES

PURCHASE ORDERS

Quick and easy access to information from your items 
only using the scanner or manually enter  the item 
code. Capability to see the code, alias, description, 
department, category, quantity, regular price and  
special price. Also edit prices, printed labels and 
much more.

PHYSICAL INVENTORY
Save time and money and improves accuracy in 
taking physical inventories. Automatically records the 
amounts using the item code barcode scanner. 
Compare stocks with actual data at the moment of 
taking inventory to create/report discrepancies.

Increases efficiency of receipt by directly entering the 
amount received. Create new items, receive against 
P.O’s. Upgrade description, price, supplier and 
reorder number. Extremely easy process resulting on a 
more effective receipt avoiding expensive  mistakes 
when receiveing merchandise.

Create, edit and / or receive Purchase Orders 
selecting supplier, products and quantities right on 
your laptop. RMS Mobile takes Purchase Orders  
created in the warehouse office, providing greater 
flexibility when generating, editing or receiving.

RECEIVING

Access to database in real time | Create new items | Take physical inventory | Verification of amount available 
Price Verification | Regular Price Change | Change Special Sale Price | Verification of Alias | label printing (labels)   
Create, edit and receive Purchase Orders | Create, edit and get Transfer Outs | Create, edit and get Transfer Ins
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